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CAMO’s New EdgeClip™ Cuts Deck Installation Time in Half
(IBS Show Booth N963)
Grand Rapids, MI – National Nail’s CAMO® brand is excited to introduce its new family of grooved decking
clips, (CAMO® EdgeClip™ and CAMO® EdgeXClip™) at the 2019 International Builders Show, Booth N963.
Engineered to reduce the time of installing any type of grooved decking, including wood, capstock or PVC,
the CAMO EdgeClip and CAMO EdgeXClip can be driven with the new easy to use Never-Miss™ Guide or
if you want to stand up, the new CAMO® Drive™ Tool! Users of other clips and plug systems are
experiencing installation times up to 5X faster when using CAMO EdgeClips!
“Professionals tell us that Installing grooved decking with clips and plugs is time consuming, not easy, hard
on their bodies and may require them to purchase unwanted, expensive, single-purpose tools that can be
used with only one kind of fastener. With their input, we’ve engineered a family of grooved decking clips
that are easy to use and cut installation times by more than half when compared with other clips and
plugs, and a lot easier on the body,” said Greg Palmer, National Nail’s Director of Marketing.
The CAMO EdgeClip was designed for traditional 90 degree decking patterns and setting the clip could not
be easier. You simply attach the legs around the joist and slide the clip into the groove. No pre-drilling of
the screw is required. Slide the next board into place and you are now ready to attach the clip and board
to the joist using either the patented Never-Miss™ Guide (included in every pail) or speed it up even more
and get off your knees, using the new patented CAMO Drive tool.
For angled patterned decks, CAMO engineered the CAMO EdgeXClip. Simply squeeze the wings and insert
into the groove. “Attach the next board and drive--it’s that easy,” adds Baker.

“After using the CAMO products, and their tooling and their deck clips, I wouldn’t recommend anything
else. This is by far the easiest and fastest way to install a deck,” says Mike Guis, Providence Custom
Building.

CAMO EdgeClips are warranted by CAMO for use with grooved wood, capped composite and PVC deck
boards.

In lateral movement tests, an independent research firm found CAMO EdgeClips to be up to 88% stronger
than leading competitors’ clips. It wasn’t even close.

About CAMO
CAMO exists to provide the best deck fastening installation experience. Bar None. Whether you install
decks for a living, get suckered into building them with a buddy, or maybe just once in your lifetime, CAMO
products are designed with you in mind; hard-working folks who take pride in their work, value their
wallet, and respect brands who respect them. From fasteners, to fastening guides and tools, all CAMO
products are engineered so your work looks good and performs as you expect it should.
CAMO Deck Responsibly™.
For more information or to locate a dealer, visit camofasteners.com or call 1-800-968-6245. Be sure to
"Like" @camofasteners on Facebook and @camodeckfasteners on Instagram. Search CAMO Fasteners on
YouTube to find our channel or check us out on Pinterest.
To learn more about the CAMO EdgeClip and EdgeXClip, visit www.camofasteners.com/clips.
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